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Warping Blends
Creating and Warping 3D Blends

Advanced Technique

Overview: Draw lines with the Pen 
or Pencil tools; create a blend from 
the lines then expand the blend; mod-
ify with the Warp and Eraser tools; 
extrude as a 3D object..
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Inspiring her students at the Community College of 
Baltimore County, artist and instructor Dedree Drees 
likes to bend the rules of graphic design and Illustrator 
techniques. In her undersea vignette, “The Dory,” Drees 
creates intricate blends that she warps and twirls and then 
extrudes as 3D coral and seaweed.

1 Creating then expanding blends. Drees began her 
complex 3D blend by drawing eight lines using the Pencil 
tool. Each line served as a key object in the blend, mark-
ing a transition of shape, position and color. When you’re 
drawing the key object lines, be sure to experiment with 
the shape and color of each line and the distance between 
the lines. You can draw as many lines as you’d like but the 
resulting blend may be complex and slow your computer 
when you later apply 3D effects to the blend.

To create the blend, Drees selected the lines and chose 
Object > Blend > Make. With the blend selected, use the 
Object > Blend > Blend Options to bring up the Blend 
Options dialog. From the dialog’s Spacing menu, click to 
enable the Preview and then select Specified Steps and key 
in a value to control the speed or smoothness of the blend. 
Drees used 30 steps for her blend. When you’re satisfied 
with the look of the blend, select Object > Blend > Expand 
to expand the blend to a group of lines.

Blend Options dialog with the Spacing menu set 
to 30 steps

Drawing the eight lines that will become the 
blend

Blend produced by selecting the Object > Blend 
> Make command
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22 Using the Warp, Twirl and Eraser tools. With the 
blend expanded, Drees turned to the Warp tool to reshape 
the expanded blend. Double-click the tool to display the 
Warp Tool Options and then set the Width and Height to 
100 pts and Intensity to 20%. Now click inside or outside 
the blend and drag with your mouse or stylus. Where you 
click inside or outside of the blend will govern how much 
of the object will morph as you drag the Warp tool.

Like Drees, you can sculpt your blend further by using 
the Twirl tool (click and hold down the Warp tool icon 
in the tool box to display its companion tools) to create 
wave crests and tight curves. To begin, double-click the 
Twirl tool to access the Twirl Tool Options dialog. Make 
sure you set a low number for Intensity (Drees used 20%) 
and for the Twirl Rate (a positive number twirls counter-
clockwise while the a negative number twirls clockwise). 
Try the companion tools to Warp and Twirl to see what 
effect they have on your blend; the Wrinkle tool, for 
example, creases and crinkles a blend’s smooth lines.

Drees finished fine-tuning her blend by using the 
Eraser tool on the edges. You can modulate the shape and 
size of the Eraser tool by double-clicking the Eraser tool 
icon and resetting some of the default values.

3 Extruding the blend. Before applying the 3D effect, 
you’ll need to simplify your blend by reducing the number 
of points your computer has to process. To do this, select 
Object > Path > Simplify. Now extrude the blend by open-

ing the Appearance panel and clicking on the fx icon at 

the bottom of the panel. From the pop-up menu select 

3D > Extrude & Bevel. Click the Preview checkbox in the 
3D Extrude & Bevel Options dialog so you can see how 
the default settings, and any changes you make to them, 
affect the look of your blend.

To finish the illustration, Drees saved the blend as 
a Photoshop file (File > Export > Photoshop) which she 
opened in Photoshop and layered with other elements. 
(See the gallery in the 3D chapter for more about Drees’ 
techniques with blends.)

The 3D EXtrude & Bevel Options dialog above 
and the finished 3D object below

The Warp tool palette above and the Twirl Tool 
Options dialog below
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The blend after being expanded and then modi-
fied with the Twilr and Eraser tools


